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E-TTRODUCTIGN 

The entensive prog,ratmne of research undertaken by the Dena.rtment 

of Production and Industrial .1.0.ministration a.t the Ocllaze of t:eronautics, 

Cra.nfield into Metrology and Precision Enrdneering has shown the need 

for a Very High Precision, Very Universal Measuring Machine. Discussions 

with other organisations working on complex: problems in 2.ngineering 

Dimensional Metrology have confirmed this view. In particular, very 

valuable suggestions Have been made by senior officers from N. P.L. , 

R.A.E. Farnborough, Inspectorate of Ministry cf National Defence and 

Inspection Panel of the Gas Turbine Co-ordinating Committee. 

The whole of the .ftata collected from the above and other sources 

was analysed ansi an attempt was made to prepare a specification for 

the ideal machine. A preliminary ..7.ec.,,ign of a possible prototype machine 

that appeared to satisfy the a'oove specification was made and Lie was 

discussed with most of die organisations mentioned above. It appeared 

that the development of a machine on 	lines suggested would make a 

significant contribution to progress in Engineering Dimensional Metrology 

and consideration as given to possible methods of implementing the 

scheme. An application was submitted to the f;cience ::;.esearcli Council 

for a grant to undertake a detailed feasibility study into the proposals 



which had emerged from the above long and helpful discussions. 

grant was made by the Science Research Council and v.ork based at 

Cranfield has proceeded with the financial support provided by the 

S.R. C. grant. The present report is designed to chow the results 

that have emerged from the above study and to indicate in come detail 

the range of machines that could be made from the basic concepts 

set out in the original proposals. 

SP CIF ICA T ION  

The following is a brief outline of the specificaticn to which 

the machine has been designed. It is anticipated that if all the 

requirements in the specification arc met, the overall measuring 

accuracy of the machine will be that ;:he indicated or recorded value 

given by the machine will be within plus or minus 0.4 microns in 

each of the three mutually perpendicular axes for parts embraced 

in a 500 mm (20") cube and half the above value in a 250 mm CIO") 

cube. 

I. 	The part undergoing inspection must be mounteu in a manner 

that prevents movement in excess of 0.2 micron in any 

direction between the frame formed by the ideal lines 

along which the moving elements of the machine operate 

and the work being measured. 
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2. 	Provision must be made for t7.1e part to be adju..stoJi during 

the setting up operation in t7le folloving manner:- 

(i) " ,l_justment to make predetermined datum faces on 

the part to be parallel to me 	or 7., ages of 

the mar±ine. 

(ii) notation of the part about a 11:-.cd vertical a:pis in 

a plane that is parallel to the plane formed by the 

and Y a:ces of the machine. 

Movements of the measuring probe in relation to the work to 

be measured te be provided as follov,•s:- 

(i) 
	

Licng 	in a line that is enclor...ed within a 

straicht envelope 0. 2 micron diameter 250 ram 

length of movement and half the above amount in 

any 100 mm length of movement and half the above 

amount in any 100 mm length of movement. II Lilo 

prototype model, to be built as a feasibility study, 

the u  a.::is to be 750 mms long but the machine to 

be designed so that this axis can be cl:teaded, v.rhen 

required, up to a length of 10 metros on ether models. 



- 

Along Y axis for a distance cf 5`.‘,0 mms in a line that 

is in the same horizontal plane as the X axis and at 

90 degrees - 1 second to that a::is and straight to 

the same tolerance. 

(iii) 1lout-4 the 2L 1 and Z axes for distances of 250 + 

250 mms in lines that are at 90 degrees - 1 second 

to the plane formed by the X and Ir axes and straight 

to the straightness tolerance specified above. 

(iv) Further requirements to be satisfied concerning the 

movement on the Z i  and 2',2  axes are:- 

(a) to be 250 mms cf movement in a fixed 

vertical slide and alon?; the line that is enclosed 

in a straight envelope 0.2 micron diameter. 

(b) Z2  to be 250 mms of movement by a circular 

member capable of moving along a straight line 

to the straightness tolerance specified above 

and rotating about an axis that is contained 

in a straight cylinder 0.1 micron diameter. 

(c) The above circular member 	to 'oe provided 

0 
with angular adjustment through 90 clockwise 



to 90 anti-clockwise in increments of 30 seconds 

of arc o.bo-zt a horizontal o.:ds and in a plane that 

is parallel to1
1 
 and s2  a:..- es and at 90 degrees 

-2 sccoD.ds. 

i'Yote : 
	

The whole of the above conditions to be satisfied when 

the measuring probe is in any of the positions specified 

as within the design capacity of the machine. 

41% 	Provision to be made for the cylindrical member on the "Z2" 

to be rotated in synchronisation with a circular 	strip 

recording chart and when required to be traversed in. an axial 

direction at a predetermined rate in relation to the 	of rotation. 

5. Friction in all directions for which motion is provided to be small. 

Coefficient of friction for very slow rates of motion to be loss 

than 0.0001. Movement along 	Y, 	and Z, axes to be made 

when required in increments of 0.2 micron. 

6. Stiffness to be high in all directions c:ccc.pt direction of motion. 

The machine to be provided by a measuring unit attached to the 

lower endof the spindle •orming the Z2  axis and designed to 

provide the following:- 

(i) 
	

Digital readout from predetermined datum positions. 
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(ii) Facility to move to predetermined datum radius by 

open loop control. 

(iii) Facility to give analogue output on scale and /pointer 

type display or to X73 vide recordings of errors of 

roundness on pz:lar co—ordinates oa a circular chart 

or rectangular co—ardinates on a strip ..,:y-pc recorder 

and for inspection of more ccmplex parts. 

(iv) Facility to impulse output reader (punched paper tape). 

3. 	Movement alonrY 	Y and Z axis to be given by numerical 

electronic display reading to 0. 2 micrc,n. 

i. 	Machine 	be designed on a unit schedule basis in which the 10 

alternative models she in on the attached schedule are available. 

10. 	Machine to be designed to receive instruction: from a predetermined 

number ano types of tape input including tl-te following given as 

examples only:- 

Point to point on X, Y and Z
1 

axes. 

Paint to point on X, Y, E l and d axes. 

Paint topaint on 	Y and Z axes and rotation cn, 

4.„ axis. 

(iv) 	Point to point r.:n1:, Y, Z and Z axes and rotation 

on Z
2 

axis. 
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(v) C• atinuous path for X, Y and Z i  axes. 

(vi) Continuous path for X, Y and Z axes and rotation 

of Z axis to keep movement of measuring probe 

normal to surface being measured. 

(vii) Continuous path for X, Y, Z /  and Z 2  axes. 

.Continuous path for X, Y, Z1  and Z
2 

axes and 

rotation of Zz  axis to keep movement of measuring 

probe normal to surface being measured. 

(ix) Point to point on X, Y and Z axes, open loop 

control of radius of measuring surface of measuring 

probe to pred,-...rmined radius and rotation of Z2  

for roundness test of circular holes. 

(x) Point to point for 	Y, Z i  and 7.2  axes, open loop 

control cf radius of measuring surface of measuring 

probe to predeto-rmined radius and rotation of Z2  

for roundness test of circular 

(xi) ..".s (ix) except rotation and transverse motion of Z
2 

axis to be provided for cylindricity test of circular 

(xii) As (x) except rotation and transverse motion c.:f Z
2  

axis to be provided for cylindricity test of circular 



(xiii) As (xi) but inclusion of continuous oath inspection 

of crm described in (vi). 

(xiv) As (xii) but inclusion of continuous path for inspection 

of form as described in (viii). 

DESCRIPTION OF MACHIN2  

The machine has to be designed 	a unit schedule basis, in 

which at least 10 alternative models can be produced, ranging from 

a simple 3 axes, manually operated system to a complex tape controlled 

and fully automatic machine. 

basic units vihich are common to all machines as shown 

in Fig.  1 are:- 

1. 	The bed. 

2.The saddle. 

3. 	The beam. 

The bed is designed to provide a base which supports the saddle 

and beam in a manner in which dist-ortion due to movement is reduced 

to the absolute minimum. The bed also provides the guiding member 

for the X axis. The bed is made from a close grained, densified cast 

iron (grade 17) and is mounted on the foundation at four separate points. 

Each point of support has its own 3 kinematic locations and the ribs in 
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the bed are displaced so 11,2.t.  the 12 overall support points are unformly 

distributed (Fig. 2). In the finally assembled machine the bed will be 

held down to the foundation through the four main support points by 

protensioned securing bolts. 

The saddle is again made from grade 17 cast iron and designed 

to give support tJ the beam moving, along the Y axis and in a manner 

that provides straight lino motion with minimum dc.:flection to the 

structure. 

The beam design is based on an optimum structures principle 

using a uniform stress value throughout the structure which gives 

maximum stiffness and minimum deflecti3n for minimum weight. 

The beam is o: welded cuastruction frorn F.N9 steel and incorporates 

a flat vertical face to which the various types t.,f 2 axis can be attached. 

ACTU AT ION. 	The actuation to the 	and 'Y' =es is achieved 

by means 	a piston and cylinder, in which the piston is hydrostatically 

supported in the cylinder, as shown in Fig. 3. This enables ±0 stick-

slip phenomenon which norrnallv occurs between the piston seal and 

cylinder to be completely eliminated and hence fine positioning is readily 

achievable, either with open i closedloop oontrel. 
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The actuation for the linear iZt 	is achieved 	using fine 

pitch lead screws in which back-lash is eliminated Dneumatically 

and actuation is effected by means of a steptaing motor drive v'hich 

can be, controlled to r',.t -ate at 1.80  intervals. 

The actuation for rotating the measuring probe about the 'Y' 

plane is again achieved by means of a stepping motor and fine and 

very-  accurate angular positioning is effected by using suitably 

designed multi-radial locating members. 

Spindle rotation is also achieved by means of a stepping m-_:tor, 

and the spindle is mounted en air bearing's. 

MEASUREMENT. 	Linear displacements in each c i the three 

az:es arc measured using a laser interferometer based on the system 

developed by Dr. Rowley Cif the N. P. L. (Fig.4). The lasers to be 

used are 	 helium-ne.L.n frequency stabilised lasers giving 

a light wavelength 	6328 A (24. r )3,. in), which can be readily sub- 

divided into :-.11.-:arter v!avelengths for actual measurements. One 

laser is to be used for the interfercmeters in the ti and Y axes, and the 

other one is to be used for the interloromeLers in the Z
1 
 and 

axes. The resultant fringes produced by the interferometers are 

counted phe:to-olectrically and stored in a counter, v.ith the readout 

display in octal units. 



TYPES OF MACH-DT:7S AND COMPONENTS 

St Has been stated that at least 10 basic models could be designed 

of various complexity, ranging from a simple 3 axes, manually operated 

system to a complex., tape-controlled and fully automatic machine. 

The main feature changes occur in the Z axis, and a number 

of the measuring machines 	differing complexity have been drawn up 

are illustrated together with some typical components which can 

be inspected. 

The manually oecrated machines arc numbered from 1 to 8, 

etc., and the tape-c:;ntrolled me.chincs are numbered 53 to 53. 

r'',Drop--,:ient 59, SG, 61, 62 and 63 are typical components which can 

be ins7lected on some of the measuring machines wherx fitted vdth 

special adaptors. 
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High pressure bearing oil EZ77ii Control oil 	 ESSc4 Return oil 

 

FIG.3 DIAGRAMMATIC SECTION SHOWING OIL SERVICES & RETURNS 



SET22=1-Z 
Showing measurement on 'X', T Y', and 'SI axes. 

Machine No. 2 
Manual adjustm,nt on X, Y and 24, axes and reasurement on X, Y, and 
2,1  axes. 

Machine No. 1 
Manual adjustment of X, Y and %I  axes and measurement on X and Y 
axes. 

22T22121111 

Showing measurement on 'X' and 'Y' axes. 

'x 

A n  

Y 

, 
Z 



Machine No. 3 

Manual adjustment on X, Y and %l  axes and on rariluB R of meal.;uring 
probe and rotation of spindle. 

Component 3  

Showing measurement on 'X' and 	axes and on radii R
1 

and R2. 



z, Machine No.  1 

Manual adjustment on X, y, 31, %.2  axes and angle of Ai  axis In 

Increments of 0°  - 30 through 90°  clockwise and 90°  anti-clockwise 
from vertical measurement on X, Y, 8.1  and %.2  axes. 

2oTEanent. _ 

Showing measurement on X, Y., 31  and 7,2  axes. 



Machine No. 2 
Manual adjustment on X, Y, %l  and a2  axes and angle of 5.2  axis in 

increments of 00-30' through 900  clockwise and 900  anti-clockwise 
from vertical„Mnual adjustment of radius prescribed by measuring 
probe and on rotation of spindle measurement on X

11  X2' Y1 
 and Y

2 axes and on radii R R
2' 

R
3 

and angle e. 

comonent 5 
Showing measurement on X1, X2, Y1, Y2  axes, and on radius Ri, R2, 

and on angle 9. 



R 

REMOVABLE 
FIXED PROBE 

nat12,2_12.§. 
Manual adjustment on X, Y, 3, and Z2  axes and angle of 32  axis In 

increments of 00-50' through OO°  clockwise and 900  anti-clockwiae 
from vertical. Manual adjustment of radius prescribed by measuring 
probe and on rotation of spindle. Measurement on X„, X2, Yi, Y2, 

31  and 3, axes and on radius B„, R2  and FL, and on angle 0. 

Cononent 6 
Showing measurement on X1, X2, Y1, Y2, /1  and Z2  axes and on radius 

R1, R2 and R3  and on angle O. 



t. 

REMOVABLE 
FIXED PROBE 

ROTARY TABLE 
Machine No. I 

Mnnu.1 adjustment on X, Y, al and Z2  axes and angle of 32  axis in 

Increments of 0°  - 30' through 90°  clockwise and 90°  anti-clockwise from 
vertical. Fbnual adjustment of radius rrescribed by measuring probe 
and on rotation of spindle and rotation of table. Measurement on 

Xi, X,„ Y1, Y2, Si  and 32  axes and on radius R1, k2,  R,  
.A./b m4 

Arietzs 	,92 

z 

cammelt. 

Showing measurement on X1, X2, X3, Y1, Y2, al, g2  and on radius RI, 

112„ A3  and R4  and on angles NI, B2  and 83. 

2 

1 
V 

ZI- 

VI  



ROTARY TABLE 

Machine No. 8 ------- 
Manual adjustment on X and Y OXPS and on angle 0 and radius h. 
Point to point control far movement on al  axis. hotation of spindle 

and rotation of circular table. 	Mrasurement on H and 0. 

V2Ttontnt 

Showing measurement of 'X' and 



Machine No._50 

Manual adjustment of 2,1. Full continuous path control for 'X' end 
Y axes and reflation of spindle to ensure that movement of measuring 
probe is always normal to surface of part at place of measurement. 

Machine Vo,_51 

Full continuous path control for X, Y and 81  axes. :al  to be set at pre-
determined values. 

Comoonent N2,_51 

Measurement 	triangular and rectangular shaped profiles. 

Component  

Measurement of triangular shaped external surface. 



Machine Nn_.~~2 

Full continuous path control for X, Y and 3,1 and R axes, R 
to be set at pre—determined values. 

komDonent No. 22  

Measurement of circular, triangular and rectangular eloped external 
profiles and position and cylindrioity (In contrast to circularity) 
of two concentrio circular holes. 



flmunt 222.252 

Showing measurement of radiuu and pitch on an internal taper thread 
gauge. 

Sa22212122_212 
Showing measurement of radius and pitch on an external taper thread 
gauge. 



Co=oncnt I. ro 
1. Spiral gauge 
2. Circular pitch 
3. Pitch circle riOitio 

4. Involute profile. m.?ar.urement of an a,n'ofoil section and fir tree root. 

Wan 

'7.'mDmc12-1US.-22 
Showing measurement 	spiral gear 

Also as before for :- 

Spur Gear 
2. Internal bear 
3. Devel gear 
4, Spiral heval guar 

	 AEROFOIL 

FIR TREE 
ROOT 

SURFACE 
INSPECTED 

Comennt No,_61 

Profile mcasurerent of an external apherioal 



± 90°  ROTATION 
ABOUT Zi  Zi  

29221etitNol  63 

Profile measurement of an internal acherical shape. 

r 	
REF DIA 

REF FACE 
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Component 

Showing measurement of bearing outer race : 
Inspect for :- 

radius of track 
Eccentricity of track 
wobble of track 


